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“Nothing is more conducive to
peace of mind than not having
any opinions at all.”
-Georg Christoph Lichtenberg

Super Bowl
XLV
By Bill Melcher ~ Daily Bull

The Super Bowl’s a great time
to explore the depths of a
food coma. As the game
progressed, I spent some time
at the helm of the USS Google
trying to find the strangest edible
creations the internet had to
offer. Take a deep breath, just
chew and swallow: here we go.
Pickled Beet Eggs. Some would
say this food gets worse with
every word. No one likes beets,
that’s a given. Pickling things
usually works out okay, and eggs
are decent. Still, it’s weird. Plug
your nose and chew quickly.
Pickled Mustard Greens. An
Asian recipe consisting of chilies, mustard greens, vinegar,
salt, and sugar. Not on my
bucket list.
Pickle and Ketchup Pizza. Produced in Indiana by Road Kill
Pizza Company, the ketchup
represents Pittsburgh, team
sponsor Heinz, and Heinz
field. The pickles represent the
formerly-known-as “Green Bay
... see Souper Bowling on back
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Successful BA Coup
By Kyle Roe ~ Daily Bull

Ever since last semester there have been
rumors floating around about a coup
that took place among the Residence
Assistance and Student Life Staff. The
Daily Bull would like to clear up all
those rumors and set the facts straight.
It should be noted that everything in this
article follows
exactly how
the events
took place.

It all star ted
on a cold and
dark evening
of November,
when the Student Life staff
of Wadsworth
Hall were having their weekly Wadsworth Hall meeting in the Cafe. A group
of rebellious RAs and MAs lead by
Anne Francois surrounded the meeting
room. Francois was a French general in
the French and Michigan Tech War who
had defected to the MTU side, so she
was skilled at organizing things like this.
Anne, surrounded by her closest associates, burst through the room’s doors

at exactly 8:30 pm and pushed their
way laboriously through the crowd.
Francois fired a Nerf gun shot into
the ceiling, jumped onto a chair and
yelled: “The Michigan Revolution has
broken out! Wadsworth Hall is filled
with over 50 RAs and MAs all loyal to
my cause.
Nobody is
allowed to
leave. The
COMPASS
staff and
the administration at
the housing
office are
deposed.
A new Student Life
Government will be formed at once.
The barracks of DHH and those of
Public Safety are occupied.” (This
was not in fact the case). “Both have
rallied to the symbol of the door
deck.”
Anne forced Trent Landmark, then the
leader of the RA/MA guild, into a back
room where she demanded that
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Pizzas Pizza Lovers Love!

Daily Specials at www.thestudiopizza.com
10% Discount for All Students
Downtown Hancock, across from Finlandia

Researchers have discovered pizza has the same
effects on your brain as marijuana. They discovered
something else too, but i can’t remember what.
www.thestudiopizza.com
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Pickle Packers.” Of course, the cheese Trent give power over to her, least he by comparing MTU to a Slackliner,
is from Wisconsin. Comes with a side be shot. Trent refused to abide, de- how balance was important to be
of Pepto.
claring that “the students of the dorms the best, and as the leader of all
are the most imresidence staff,
A different super bowl topic from the portant thing to
Anne would
bowels of the internet: betting. In 2008, me, and I can’t
help MTU reach
about $92 million was wagered in Las Ve- let you threaten
that perfect balgas Casinos on the big game. The amount them with your
ance. Soon with
wagered nationwide is simply massive. fascist beliefs.”
her help, under
There’s no way to put a number on it, but Immediately afher rule all stuthe manager of Bodog Sportsbook Rich- ter that Trent was
dents of Tech
ard Gardner says “I’d say billions.” There’s s h o t t w i c e i n
would be obeno other single event that is followed this
the head with a
dient workers
closely and bet on this heavily in the U.S.
Nerf Gun. Trent’s
dedicated to
astonished and
MTU and MTU’s
Go Packers!
confused body
domination of
(which was hardthe Michigan Naly bruised by the
tions.
Ner f Gun) was
dragged out.
After her hourlong speech
To c a l m t h e
the crowd
crowd of awehad retur ned
struck RAs, Anne
to calm; most
began a long and
were impressed
well-prepared
by her obscure
speech about
yet confident
All heil to Supreme Ruler Anne!
the honor of
notions so an
MTU and how MTU deserved more agreement was signed, giving Anne
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respect, especially towards wom- Trent’s position and power. “I have
Liz “Lost in Space” Fujita Jon “Big O” Mahan
Simon Mused
FACULTY
en. Anne concluded her speech never heard such harsh and elitist
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statements made in my life, yet her
strong and passionate speaking skills
had us all convinced that her fascist
ideas where right.” said Colonel
Haines, an RA who witnessed the
coup first hand.
For all of this semester the students of
the MTU dorms have been under the
control of High RA Anne Francois. To
many there seems to be no change,
but deep down we all are under the
Impression that something sinister is
going on. For instance, many study
camps have been appearing near lot

21, and symbols of the RA Door Deck
can be seen across campus. Many
wonder how far the High RA plans to
go with her notions, and if this could
threaten the future look of MTU.
Editor’s Note: NOTE TO THE AUTHOR,
PLEASE FIND INCLUDED THE PICTURE
YOU TOLD ME TO INCLUDE, THREE
TIMES, IN ALL CAPS. SURPRISINGLY,
I AM NOT A JERK AND GENERALLY
USE PICTURES SENT WITH ARTICLES
UNLESS 15 ARE SUBMITTED. FYI. ALSO
NOTE THAT I did GET PERMISSION
FROM MY EDITOR, me, TO SATIRISE
YOUR VEHEMENT INSISTENCE ON USING THIS PICTURE. UBER THANKS. HEIL.

Anonymous actually does something
By Big O ~ Daily Bull

Many of you are already familiar with
who anonymous is (a bunch of internet rebels), where they are (everywhere), what they don’t do (forget),
and why they do it (for the lolz).
However, it seems the group has
begun to strike out at various people
in order to maintain its security.

With this said and done, who is to say
what anonymous can and cannot do
anymore? Is any company safe? Are
you safe? Are they safe? What is safe?
Who knows.
My best bet for the common man
is that they sign off of the internet
forever and go curl up in a ball.

Having been found out by a US
Long live Internet Anarchy!
private security firm, the people of
Anonymous rallied to a cause earlier
this week. In a surprising show of team
work and coordination, Anonymous
seized the company’s website, deleted files, replaced them with their
own files, remade the entire website
to look like their logo, and posted a
slew of racial, sexual, and other slurs
on the owner’s Twitter, along with
personal numbers including phone
and social security. Anonymous said
they did it in self defense, but more
likely in the self defense of the lolz.

